Rate azimuth inertial platform/Log/Gravity matching is a simple passive navigation system, the high resolution digital gravity anomaly map is essential for this system. The five kinds of gravity anomaly interpolation are introduced, which include bilinear interpolation, Shepard method, gravitational abnormal approximation based on the distance and direction, the improving Shepard method with the characteristics of band, and the improving Shepard method based on adjacent type value point. The corresponding gravity maps of these methods are given, the simulations of different gravity interpolation for RAPINS/Log/gravity matching integrated navigation system are carried out, and the results shows that the different gravity anomaly fitting methods have some influence on the navigation precision, but can limit position error to several grids.
Introduction
A new underwater passive gravity navigation system of RAPINS/Log/gravity matching is composed of a rate azimuth platform inertial navigation system (RAPINS with moderate precision accelerometers and gyroscopes) [1] , a gravity International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) sensor on the rate azimuth platform, a digital gravity map, and a log [2] , so it is simple and has low cost. This integrated system adopts kalman filter, which observation equation is based on comparing the measurement of gravity sensor with the gravity map, to estimate and correct navigation parameters error, so the high resolution digital gravity map is essential. Because the usually gravity measurement value is sparse [3] , five kinds of gravity anomaly interpolation are given to obtain high resolution digital gravity map, and corresponding interpolation gravity maps are drawn in this paper. With gravity anomaly map whose resolution is improved to 0.005 0.005 ×   by different gravity interpolation, the simulation of RAPINS/log/gravity matching integrated system is carried out, and simulation results show that, applying different gravity interpolation, the positioning errors of the RAPINS/gravity matching integrated navigation system are varied, but can be limited effectively.
Gravity interpolation algorithm
The usually digital gravity abnormal resolution is very low, which cannot meet up with RAPINS/log/gravity matching integrated navigation [4] . Therefore, studying the spatial variation of gravity field and the interpolation algorithm, to obtain high resolution digital gravity map is needed.
Gravity approximation method based on Shepard
The distance between the interpolation point ( , ) 
(1) It can be seen that when using Shepard approximation method, abnormal gravity interpolation ( , ) . It can be seen that the distributions of abnormal gravity and gravity are all a bit of smooth, and there is quite a lot of the singular points because of gravity mutations.
The improving Shepard method based on adjacent type value points
In Shepard method of Eq.1, the calculation of the interpolation function ( , ) y g ϕ λ need to consider all the type value points and its weight, so the amount of calculation is very large, and for a very large surface, using ij r to calculate the distance between the interpolation point and the type value points is not appropriate. In order to improve the computing speed, and reduce the calculation error, in this paper, the Shepard method is improved, which uses several adjacent type value points to calculate ( , ) y g ϕ λ . The improved Shepard method based on adjacent type value points is, are shown in fig.3 and fig.4 . Comparing with fig.1 and fig.2 , it can be seen that, fitting by the improving Shepard method based on adjacent nine type value point, singular points are significantly reduced, and the gravity anomaly map has obvious regional characteristics.
The gravitation abnormal approximation based on the distance and direction
In Shepard approximation Eq.1, the weight function is decided by only distance. If considering the direction, so the fitting method is based on distance and direction, when 0 ij r ≠ , the corresponding anomaly gravity of interpolation points ( , ) ϕ λ can be expressed as, 
Double linear anomaly gravity approximation method
If the abnormal gravity values of the typical location ( , )
G ϕ λ available, and the interpolation point P of the location ( , ) ϕ λ is not the typical location, the abnormal gravity values of P can be calculated by bilinear interpolation according to its neighboring four typical locations. When using Shepard method based on adjacent nine type value points, the navigation positon error is Fig. 10 . It can be seen that the interpolations have some influence on navigation precision, but but can limit position to several grid.
Summary
The high resolution gravity grid data is the precondition of RAPINS/log/gravity matching navigation system, five kinds of gravity interpolation methods are introduced, the corresponding interpolation result are compared by analysis and maps. The simulation shows that different fitting methods have some influence on the precision of RAPINS/log/gravity matching integrated navigation system.
